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GLOBAL SUPERCONVERGENCE 
FOR MAXWELL'S EQUATIONS 

QUN LIN AND NINGNING YAN 

ABSTRACT. In this paper, the global superconvergence is analysed on two 
schemes (a mixed finite element scheme and a finite element scheme) for 
Maxwell's equations in R3. Such a supercovergence analysis is achieved by 
means of the technique of integral identity (which has been used in the super- 
covergence analysis for many other equations and schemes) on a rectangular 
mesh, and then are generalized into more general domains and problems with 
the variable coefficients. Besides being more direct, our analysis generalizes 
the results of Monk. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

1) Problem. Let Q be a bounded polygonal domain in R3 with the boundary 
F = &Q and the unit outward normal n. Let c(x) and [(x) denote the dielectric 
constant and the magnetic permeability of the material in Q, respectively. Let 
u(x) denote the conductivity of the medium. Then, if E(x,t) and H(x,t) denote, 
respectively, the electric and magnetic fields, Maxwell's equations [2] state that 

eEt?+E-7xH=-J in Qx(O,T), 

,uHt 7 x E = O inQ x (O,T), 

where J - J (x, t) is a known function specifying the applied current. For simplicity, 
in this paper we shall assume a perfect conducting boundary condition on Q so that 

(1.2) n x E = O on &Q x (O,T). 

In addition, the initial conditions must be specified so that 

(1.3) E(x, O) =Eo(x), H(x, O) =Ho(x), Vx EzQ, 

where Eo and Ho are given functions. The coefficients c, ,u and a are bounded, and 
there exist constants Emin and ,ltmin such that 

0 < 6min < 6(X), < AUmin < ,(x), VX C Q. 

Furthermore, the conductivity a is a nonnegative function on Q. 
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2) Monk's results. P. Monk (see [7] and [8]) described a mixed finite element 
scheme and a finite element scheme, respectively, for Maxwell's equations, and 
provided error estimates for smooth solutions as follows: 

(1.4) H - Hhllo + EIE-Ehllo = O(hk), for mixed FEM, 

(1.5) V x(E-Eh)Io + lEt-Ehllo = 0O(hk), for FEM, 

where k is the order of the finite element space, and Eh and Hh are mixed finite 
element solutions or finite element solutions of E and H, respectively. 

Moreover, for the equation (1.1) with e = , = 1, a = 0 and the mixed finite 
element scheme, Monk (see [11]) provided the superconvergence estimate 

(1.6) E-Ehlll + IIIHhlllW = 0(hk+?l) 

where III - and III Hllw are special mesh dependent discrete norms (see [11] for 
details). 

3) Our results. In this paper, it is shown that when the finite element meshes are 
structural and the solutions are smooth sufficiently, global superconvergence can 
be achieved, i.e. the standard error estimates (1.4) and (1.5) can be improved to 

(1.7) flH -1H2hH hllo + IE - 12hEhllo = O(hk+l), 

(1.8) v x(E - H3hEh)I0 + II(E -I2hE h)tI 0 O(hk+l), 

where H2h and H3h are the interpolation postprocess operators, which will be de- 
scribed in Section 5. 

4) The relationship between above results. Comparing (1.6) and (1.7), it is 
easy to see that our superconvergence result (1.7) is very close to Monk's result 
(1.6), but differs in some respects: 

a) Because we used the technique of accurate integral identities, the proof of the 
superconvergence is more direct and easier. In particular, the results of supercon- 
vergence can be extended to the problem with variable coefficients 6, Au, a and a 
general domain with almost cubic meshes (see Section 6 for details). 

b) Our error estimates show that the finite element solution is superconvergent 
to the interpolant in L2 norm, whereas in [11] superconvergence is proved in a 
special mesh dependent norm. 

c) By means of the interpolation postprocessing technique, global superconver- 
gence is provided on the whole domain, not on special points, lines or faces as usual 
(see [11], [3], ... ). 

We would like to point out that the technique of the accurate integral identities 
used in this paper has been used to achieve global superconvergence for standard 
finite element methods, mixed finite element methods, nonconforming finite ele- 
ment methods, for differential equations, integral-differential equations, integral 
equations, for elliptic problems, parabolic problems, hyperbolic problems, Stokes 
problems, . (cf. [5], [6], ... ). It has been shown that this technique (accurate 
integral identities) and the symmetric technique of A.H. Schatz, I.H. Sloan, and 
L.B. Wahlbin (see [13], [14]) are powerful tools for achieving superconvergence. We 
would like to mention here that the accurate integral identities technique combined 
with the symmetric technique gives an improved superconvergence estimate. 
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Throughout the paper, we shall assume that E and H are sufficiently smooth; 
the requirement for the smoothness will be shown by the norms in the cases. 

The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we shall describe the notations 
to be used in this paper, and the mixed finite element scheme, the finite element 
scheme for Maxwell's equations and their error estimates shown in [7] and [8]. In 
Section 3, two lemmas about integral identities with high accuracy will be shown, 
which are the basis of our paper. Based on the lemmas in Section 3, the superclose 
analysis is achieved in Section 4. In Section 5, global superconvergence is derived 
from superclose estimates by using the interpolation postprocess. In Section 6, 
the results in Sections 3-5 are extended to problems with variable coefficients and 
general domains. 

2. PRELIMINARY NOTATIONS AND DISCRETE SCHEMES 

Let us start by defining some notations. We denote the standard Sobolev space 
by 

Wm'P(Q) = {v c LP(Q); 0av c LP(Q),VI aI < m}, 

equipped with the standard norm 

ozl<m 

When p = 2, we drop the subscript p from the norm and denote the space Wm'2 (Q) 
by H"-(Q), and 

Ho'(Q) {v E H1(Q); v = O on F}. 

In addition, let (,.) denote the [L2(Q)]3 inner product. 
In our analysis for Maxwell's equations, there are two important spaces of func- 

tions: 
H(curl;Q) {v E [L2(Q)]3; V x v E [L2(Q)]3}, 

Ho(curl; Q) {v E H(curl; Q); n x v 0 on F}, 

equipped with the norm 

IVIIH =V + VXv0)2 

To approximate (1.1)-(1.3), we use finite element spaces Uh C [L2(Q)]3 and 
Vh C H(curl;Q). In addition, Voh C Ho(curl;Q). Then, two discrete schemes 
presented in [7] and [8] are described as follows. 

1) A mixed finite element scheme. Multiply equation (1.1) by test functions 
1 c [L2(Q)]3 and T c H(curl; Q) and integrate over Q. Integrating the curl term 
in the second equation of (1.1) by parts (also using (1.2)), we can obtain the weak 
form for (1.1)-(1.3) as follows: 

(2.1) 
(EEt, b) + (uE, @) - (V x H, @) -(J, @), V( c [L2(Q)]3, 

(bHt, ') + (E, V x ') = 0, VT c H(curl; Q), 

E(x, 0) = Eo (x), H(x, 0) = Ho (x). 
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Then, a mixed finite element scheme is to find Eh E Uh, Hh c Vh such that 

(,EEh 4D) + (ouEh ) - (V x Hh, @) - -(J, @), V( C Uh 

(2.2) (bLH h,I ) + (Eh, V X [) = 0 f E Vh 

Eh(0) = E': Hh(0) = HI 

where Eo E Uh and HI c Vh are interpolations of Eo and Ho, respectively. 
The existence and uniqueness for the above equations have been shown in [7] 

with the error estimate 
(2.3) 

II(H - Hh)(t) 1o + II(E - Eh)(t) 0o 
t 

< Ch [IIH(O) lk+l + IIE(O) Ik + (j lHt k + IIH k+1 + lEtl k + IIE )dt)2], 

where k is the order of the mixed finite element space. 

2) A finite element scheme. Another approach to approximating (1.1) is to 
derive a second-order hyperbolic problem for E(x, t). By taking the time derivate 
of the first equation and using the second equation in (1.1), we obtain the following 
electric field equation: 

(2.4) eEtt + uEt + 7 x (-V xE) =G in Q x (O,T), 

where G(x, t) =-Jt(x, t). Also using (1.1) and (1.3) we obtain the initial condition 

(2.5) Et(x,O) = Eto(x) _ 
I 

[J(x, O) + v x Ho(x) - u(x)Eo(x)]. 
C(x) 

Multiplying (2.4) by a test function 1 E Ho (curl; Q) and integratilig the curl term 
by parts, we obtain the weak form for (2.4) as follows: 

(2.6) 

(,EEtt, @ ) + (uEt, @ ) + x- xE, V x (D) = (G, (D), Vb E Ho (curl; Q), 

subject to the initial conditions 

(2.7) E(O) = Eo and Et(0) = Eto. 

The finite element scheme is to find Eh E V0, such that 

(2.8) (EE h ) + (VE h cV) + (- h x ) = (G, 4),, V 0 tt t~~~~~~A 
subject to the initial conditions 

(2.9) Eh(0) = Eo and E h(0) = Ef0, 

where Eo and Ef, are interpolations of Eo and Eto, respectively. 
The existence and uniqueness for (2.6) and (2.8) have been shown in [8] with the 

error estimate 

II(E-Eh)(t) IH- + II(E-Eh)t(t)I 0 

(2.10) < C(Q(E - Eh)(0) IH + I(E - Eh)t(0) 0 

+hk(rmax IIEt(s)IIk+l + IIEttIIk+1ds)), 

where k is the order of the finite element spaces. 
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3. Two FUNDAMENTAL LEMMAS 

In order to concentrate our attention on the primary idea, in this and the next 
section we shall assume that Q is a cubic domain. Let Th be a cubic mesh on Q 
with the largest size h, and let the mixed finite element space ([12]) be 

Uh = f4D [L2(Q)]3; (J)e E Qk,k-l,k-1 X Qk-l,k,k-I X Qk-l,k-l,k,Ve E Th}, 

Vh = {@ E H(curl;Q); '!le E Qk-l,k,k X Qk,k-l,k X Qk,k,k-1,Ve E Th}, 

where Qi,j,k is a space of polynomials whose degrees for x, y, z are less than or 
equal to i, j, k, respectively. 

In addition, define E' c Uh and HI c Vh to be the interpolations of E and H 
satisfying 

j(E-EI) , = 0 V Uh, 

and 

(H-H ) tqdl =0 V,kq C Pk, i = 1,I 12, 

j((H - H') x n) * qdu = 0, Vq E Qk-2,k-1 X Qk-I,k-2, i 1, 

J(H - H) q = 0, Vq E Qk-l,k-2,k-2 X Qk-2,k-l,k-2 X Qk-2,k-2,k-1, 

where 1i, oi are edges and surfaces of the element e, t, n are tangent vector and 
normal vector, respectively, and Pk is a polynomial function space of order k. 

On the cubic element e [Xe - he, Xe + he] X [Ye - ke, Ye + ke] X [Ze - de, Ze + de], 
define 

A(x) - (X-Xe)2 h B(y) =(Y-Ye)ke D(z) -(Z-Ze)2ed 
2 2 'Dz- 2 

Then, we can obtain some integral identities with high accuracy by means of the 
functions A(x), B(y), D(z) and the interpolation conditions. 

Lemma 3.1. 

(3.1) j V x (H - H') . = O(hk+I)||H||k+2|jj 0o, V1 E Uh. 

Proof. Let w = H-H1 , and w = (WI , W2 , W3), ( = (1 , 02 ,q 03); then 

(3.2) (V x w)OIi = (ayW3 -azW2)q1, 

where ay = ay , =z, = $1 E Qk,k-l,k-1- 

When k = 1 and q1 c Ql,o,o we have 

(3-3) 01 = 01(Xe, y, z) + (x- Xe)9x 1. 
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By the interpolation conditions of H' and noting that A(x) = 0 when x xe + he, 

(3.4) 

j&yW3 ( j)W3dxdz 1 ( j)A"(X)W3dxdz 

=(J /-/J- j+ j )A'(X)W3dz- 1 -- )A'(x)&xw3dxdz 
13 14 1l 2 2 T1 

= O- (f- - + j )A(x)Oxw3dz + (j - )A(x)02w3dxdz 
13 14 1l 12 2 

= O +j A(x)OxJyH3, 

where T1, T2, 11, , 14 are surfaces and edges of the element e (see Figure 1). 
In a similar way, it can be proved that 

(3.5) jyQw3(x-e) =6j=(A2(x))"'/aw3 =j(A2(x))/a a0H3. 

Note that 

&1 (Xe, Y, Z) = S1 - (x - Xe)&X0i. 

By (3.3)-(3.5) and the inverse inequality [1], it can be proved that 

j&YW3X$1 j(A(x)& (xe, y, Z) + 6 (A2 (x))'&xql)&x2&yw3 

- J A(x) (01 - (- -xe 'rol)0yH3 

- O(h2) HjH3jj3,e kjbiHl,e. 

Similarly, we can obtaini the same results for fe &zw2q$ and fe(V x w) j$, i= 2, 3. 
Hence, (3.1) is proved for k = 1. 
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When k > 2, 

( x (x - Xe )kl&1-iXZ 

(3.6) & i $i(xe,Y,Z)+ (k-i)! 

(x - Xe )k 
kl + k! x 

By the interpolation conditions for HI, 

J &0w3 S ( i! X) i (xe, y, z) 

(3 7) 12 -I/ )w3 (XXe8)i&ilXy()dXdZ 

-jW3Z (x i!&&y&(XleY,Z)=0 

Note that 

(3.8) (x -Xe ) kl 2 (k z + +F() 

where (Ak(x))(k?1) is a derivative of order k + 1 for Ak(x), F(x) c Pk_3. We can 
obtain that 

(3.9) 

- 2k) j/n(Ak (X) )(k+1) ayw3aV&1 (Xe, y, Z) 

+ j F(x)&yW3&i 1(Xe, Y,Z) 

e~~~~~( e 

- (2k) (j3 - fQ(Ak(X))(k)&YW3&k-<Xl(Xe,Y z)dydz 

-3 -(2k)! j (Ak (X)) (k)a a-W3a0,l (Xe, y, z) + 0 

- (2k) ! (f -j - f + f ) (Ak (X) )(k) W3&jkl&(X (e, y, z)d z 

k)! (j -/ )(A (X)) e)W3&,ly(Xe, y, z)dydz 

(-2 j} Ak(X)&k+1ayH3' 1i (Xe, Y, Z) 

- 0 + 0 + O(hk) H3 k+2,e k-l,e 

- O(hk+l) iaH3 ||k+2,e of 0o,er 
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In the same way, 

(3.10) 

j&yW3 (Xe _e )k9k k1 = (_2)k+l (Ak+1(x))yak+1ayH3ak 

= O(h k+ ) JJH3 ||k+2,e Kbisb lO,e 

So, by (3.6)-(3.10), 

jayW31= O(h k+1) H3 1k+1 110. 

In the same way, we can prove the samilar results for the terms fe &,W2q$I and 

fe(V x w)i0j, i = 2, 3, for k > 2. Hence, the proof of Lemma 3.1 is completed. 

Lemma 3.2. 

(3.11) j (H -H ) = O(hk+1)||H||k+1JJxo, VT c Vh. 

Proof. Let w = H-HI. When k = 1 and ~b3 c Ql,i,o, we have 

(3.12) 

V)3 = )3(Xe,Ye,Z)+(X-X-Xe)xV)3(X,Ye,-Z)+(Y-Ye)9yf/3(Xe,Y,Z) 

+(X- Xe)(Y - Ye)&x&yV3- 

In the similar way as for Lemma 3.1, it is easy to show that 

(3.13) 

jW3 -IA'(x)B'(y)&9xyw3 + jA(x)&XH3 + B(y) Y-H3 

e~ ~ ~~h 2eX e2He 

(3.14) j(x - Xe)W3 = _ jB'I(Y)xyw3 + - J(A2 (x))IzH3, 

(3.15) j( - Ye)eW3 = 2 A'(x)a + 6 (B 2(y)) f2H3, 

(3.16) (X - Xe)(Y - Ye)W3 jA(x)B(Y)&x&yW3. 
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By (3.12)-(3.16), and note that &1&xOyw310 <? C||H3112, 

jW3b3 0o(h2) |H3 112,e IIb3 1 O,e. 

Similar results can be proved for je wi, i = 1, 2. Hence, (3.11) follows for k 1. 
When k > 2, 

x ei ( ej Y, Y, if j &&l b(Xe Ye z 
i=O j=O 

e)k1 k-2 ( y)j 
+_X_-__Xe 

( Ye &ok&V3X, e,z 

+(k Xe)k (Y- Ye> &&(x , Oyj Xe, Y,Z) 

j=0 

+Y_ ye)kk12 
(X_ e) 

(3.17) k! i! &x)&y(V)6)0t43(Xe, Ye, z) 

(X - Xe)k1 (Y Ye) okyj l X e Ye, Z ) + & 1&jkV3(Xe, Ye, Z) 

+(' e) (Y Ye) ke&k&k 3(x YeYZ)X 

By the definition of interpolation for H', 

(3.18) (w3,ZZ i! i (xY) i &k V)3(Xe, Ye, Z)) =O? 

i=O j=O * - 
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oRom (3.8) and (3.18), integrating by parts, it can be proved that 

(3.19) 

jW ( -xe)k-1 
k 

(y _e) ak3-lka (xYz) 

3 W3 (k)! (Ak(x))(kl) 3 ( ! ) e Y 3(Xe Ye, Z) + ? 

=(f -| j)W3 2k (Ak (x)) (k) (Y -6 Y)3 )9k l9i,~ Ye, z)dydz 

JT3 j= (2k! jO j 

,, I~w(2k)! (x())) E (YYe ) 3&k 1&J3(Xe,Ye, Z) 

=o - ( 2)k f +lH3Ak(x) (Y Ye)3 azk-lat3(Xe,Ye) 

= O(h2k) H|f3 |k+l,e 1L)3 |k-l,e = 0(h ) gH3 |k-F1,e 113lo,e 

In the samne way, 

(IW2k) k E (Vj! V & x&'3(X e,ye, Z) 

- O(hk?l) gH3 ||,Fl,e 113lO,e, 

(3.21) iw3((VY$ z.)li (x z6!&x&ya-13(XeYe 

- 0(hk+l) |H3 ||k+l,e 'V'3 lO,e, 

(3.22) A 3 k! E i! z yf3( e>Y > ) 

2 0(hk +) H3 |k+l,e ''3 lo,e 
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For the sixth term in the right of (3.17), when k = 2, 

(3.23) 

f(x - xe )kl (y _ ye) k-i 
]3 (k-i) (k-i)k O _k-lyk- I3 (Xe , Ye , Z) 

= jw3 (x - Xe) (Y - Ye)Ox y03 (Xe, Ye, Z) 

= 6 j(A2 (X)) )"( (-Ye w3&x&y43(Xe,Ye,Z) 

= -6 j(A2 (X)) (Y-Ye) xW3 Ox Oye3 (Xe , Ye, Z) 

+ 6jj jX )(A2(x)) f(B2(y)) W3&x&ye3(Xe,Ye,Z)dYdZ 

=-4 jSA2(x)(A -Ye)OxW3 Ox y '3(Xe, Ye, Z) 

63 T3 I ()) 

+ (f f+f)(B (Y)) W3&Ox&y3(Xe Ye Z)dZ 

=- 4 A2(x)(y Ye)&ThI3&3x&y+3(Xe, ye, ) 

+ he jA(B2(Y)) x W3&x&y 33(X e, Ye, Z) +0 

= 0(h5) H3 3,e 2,e = O(h3) H3 3,e o,e 

Note that 

(kX- 1) ( 2 (Ak-i(x))(kiz) + F(X), F(x) d Pk-3 

Hence, when k > 3, k -3 > 0, by (3.19), 

(3.24) 
ft (X-Xe)ki (- Ye) _ Ok-i , y-03 (Xe, Ye, 

22k btAk-1 (x))(k-i) (Bk- (Y))(kiw3 

X _&ki ki e/)(XYZ) + 0(hk+i) "H3 yk+ie 'V3 Oe,e 

= ( i) 2 fX e Aki (x)(Bk-i (y(k-3)3k-i&2w 

X & Bki&ki2)3(xe Ye,z) + 0(hk+) |H3kiXe ||1/)3 llo,e 

= 0(h3ki H|I31k12,e, =3 02k-2,e + 0(hk+) e H3 k+i,e1L)33 O,e 

- e(hk+ )thH3||k+l,e|1/3Ilo,e - 
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In the same way, when k > 2, 
(3.25) 

j3(x xe )k (y-Ye )k-1akak-1g, ( 
W3 

k! (k 1 )!- X ay +3 (Xe,, Ye, Z) 

i(-) + 2 
2k1 

k(X )-k-1 ))(k-2)r akak-1+ (X ) 

(2k -2)!(2k)!. IekX B- y 3X,Y,z 

+ O(hk+1) IIH3 Ik+1,e II03II0,e 

- O(hk+1) IIH3 Ik+1,e II03II0,e 

Similarly, 

(3.26) 

w3 (X-Xe )k (y Y )k 
xk- 9k+3 (Xe, ye, Z) = 0 (hk+l) IIH3 Ik+1,e II'3 IIO,e, 

(3.27) 

j( Xe)k (Y Ye) okok03(xe,Yez) = O(hk+1) H3IIk+1,eI'3II0,e 

So, by (3.17)-(3.27), 

jW3V)3= O(h k+1) H311k+111 3110. 

Similar results can be proved for fe wioi, i = 1, 2, when k > 2. Hence (3.11) follows. 

4. SUPERCLOSE ESTIMATES 

Now, based on the lemmas in Section 3, we can get the principal results in this 
paper. In this section, we will assume that E = , = 1 and a = 0 for equation (1.1). 

Theorem 4.1. Let E, H, Eh, Hh be the solutions of (2.1) and (2.2), respectively, 
and EI z Uh, HI E Vh be the interpolations of E and H. Then 

(4.1) 

Eh-EII|O + IIHh-H, Io = O(hk+l)( (IIH12 H+ 2)ds)2. 

Proof. Let E = E EI, = Hh - H; then by (2.1) and (2.2), 

1 d (llII 1 + 1177112) = ((t'( + (7qt, q) 

(4.2) = ((t- ) - (v X 7,) + (7) + ( x, X 
( ((E - EI)t,j) -(V x (H -HI), ) 

+ ((H-HI)t,7) + ((E-EI), V x 7) 

Note that Ez Uh, r 1 Vh, V x r 1 Uh. By the interpolation difinition for EI, 

(4.3) ((E - EI)t,j) = 0, 
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Then, by (4.2)-(4.4) and Lemmata 3.1 and 3.2, 

(4.5) 1 d (I 11 2 + 1l1l71) = O(hhk+) ( jHjj k+2 0+ IlHt k+1 II7II0). 

Note that ((O) = 7(O) = 0. Integrate (4.5) with respect to t. Then (4.1) follows by 
the Schwarz inequality and Gronwell inequalities. 

Theorem 4.2. Let E, Eh the solutions of (2.6) and (2.8), respectively, and E' e 

Voh the interpolation of E. Then 

11(Eh- EI)tII0 + || V x(Eh-EI O 

(4.6) t 
0 (h k+1 )(|E|Ik+2 + (I (I Ett 112 +1 + IlEt 112 +2)S 

Proof. Let ( = Eh - E'. Then, by (2.6) and (2.8), 

(4~~ ~ 7) (I 2t|(tl + 11 V X(lo 
2 

(t() + (V X (,V X t 

= ((E-E,)tt,It) + (V x (E-E'), V x (t) 

Because ((0) = (t(0) = 0, integrating (4.7) for t and integrating by parts, we can 
prove that 

t 

gltIlo + || V X(l112 21 ((E - E,)tt I t)ds 
ot 

+2(V7 x (E - EI), V x ()-2j (V x (E - EI)t, V x S)ds. 

Note that ( c Vh, V x ( E Uh. Then by Lemmata 3.1 and 3.2 and the Schwarz 
inequality, 

t I~~~~~~r + gt2 + 11 V X X 2 o (h2k+2)j( 
( t2k+2 + ||Et 1 k2)ds 

+ 
0yl 

+ 
2 )ds+O(h2k+2) E k+2 V 

2 

Hence, (4.6) follows by the Gronwell inequality. 
Thus we have achieved the superclose estimates 

IIEh - EI|O + IIHh-HIIO = O(hk+l), 

II(Eh - EI)to + |V x(Eh -EI)') 0 O(hk+l). 

5. GLOBAL SUPERCONVERGENCE 

In order to achieve global superconvergence, we now define a postprocess oper- 
ator H2h as follows. 

For the first component of w E Uh, define H12hwlI Ez Qk,2k-1,2k-l(e) such that 

j 1(2hWl - w)q = 0, Vq E Qk,k-l,k-1 (ei), i = 1, 4, 

where e = ei (see Figure 2). In the similar way, we can define the interpolation 
postprocess operator H2h for the second and the third components of w E Uh. 
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,~~~~~~e 

FIGURE 2 

FIGURE 3 

For the first component of v z Vh, define H12hVlje E Q2k-1,k,k(e) such that 

J(H2hvl -vl)qdx =O, Vq E Pk-l(l1), i =1, *., 8, 

j(T2hVl - vl)qdxdy = 0, Vq E Qk-l,k-2(Ti), i = 1,*4, 

j (H2hVl - vl)qdxdz = 0, Vq E Qk-l,k-2(Tj), j = 1,... ,4, 

j(H2hVl - vl)qdxdydz = 0, Vq E Qk-l,k-2,k-2(ej), i = 1,2, 

where = el u e2 (see Figure 3), li are edges parallel to the x axis, ri, Tj are 
surfaces perpendicular to the z axis or y axis, respectively. We can also define H2h 

for the second and third components of v E Vh similarly. 
For the above interpolation postprocess operator H2h, it is easy to see that for 

w, vE [Hk+1]3, 

(5.1) 

H|u2h W-Wlo < Ch k+l |Wjk+l, H|12hV- V|0 < Chk?l IV lk+l, 

(5.2) H2hW = H2hW, H2hv = 2hv, 
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where w' z Uh, vI E Vh are interpolations of w and v. In addition, for w E Uh, 
V C Vh, 

(5.3) IIIH2hwI10 CIIwIIoi 0 I,12hvII0 < C00V||O0 

Based on the above interpolation postprocess operator H2h and its properties 
(5.1)-(5.3), we can achieve global superconvergence as follows. 

Theorem 5.1. Under the conditions of Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, 

1H12hEh-Ello + 1|H2hHh-Hllo = O(hk+l)( |E|Ek+1 + ||H|Ik+1 

(54) +?(J (llH lk+2+ HlHtl k)ds) ), 

(5.5) 
t 

H1112hEth-Etllo = O(hk+l)( lE lk+2+(( (IIEtt12+1 + IlEt 112)ds 2). 

Proof. By (5.2) 

H2hEh - E = H2hEh - l2hE 1 + H2hE - E. 

Then, by (5.1), (5.3) and Theorem 4.1, 

H12hE h-E 0 <0 CIEh- E 0Io + O(h k+) )E|Ik+l 

(5.6) = O (hk?l ) ( l l E I k?l + (j ( | | H | k+2 + IlHt k )ds) 1). 

Similarly, 

(5.7) 
rt 

H2hHh - HIo = O(hkl)( H Ik+1 + (] (IIH l2 + Ht l?i)ds)h). 

Hence, (5.4) follows from (5.6) and (5.7). Similarly, (5.5) can be proved from (5.1)- 
(5.3) and Theorem 4.2. 

In order to achieve global superconvergence for V x E in (2.8), we shall construct 
the interpolation postprocess operator H3h with higher order on the larger element. 
For the first component of v E Vh we have H13hvlIE E Q3k-1,2k,2k(e) such that 

J(HI3hvl -vl)qdx = , Vq E Pk-j(l1), i=1, , 27, 

j(H3hvl - vl)qdxdy = o0 Vq E Qk-1,k-2(Ti), i= 1, ,18, 

j I3hVl -vl)qdxdz = 0, Vq E Qk-l,k-2(j), j = 

1,. 
,18, 

j(H3hvl - vl)qdxdydz = 0, Vq E Qk-1,k-2,k-2(ei), i = 1,... ,12, 

where e = U ei (see Figure 4), 1i are edges parallel to the x axis, ri, rj are 
surfaces perpendicular to the z axis or y axis, respectively. H3h for the second or 
the third components of v E Vh can be defined similarly. 

For H3h, it is easy to see that (5.2) follows, and 

(5.8) H|II3hV-Vlll = O(hk+1) )v|Ik+2, 
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FIGURE 4 

(5.9) 11 V X(113hV) 1 ?0 V xv1|o, Vv Vh. 

Hence, as we did for Theorem 5.1, it is easy to prove that 

(5.10) 

11 V X(TI3hEh-E)IIo = O(hk?l)( IEIIk+2 + (I I Ett |12+ +1E+ IEt2)ds)2 

When k > 2, then 2k - 1 > k + 1 and Qk+l,k+l,k+l C Q2k-1,2k,2k. Hence, we 
can use 8 elements to construct 2h satisfying (5.2), (5.8), (5.9), and so (5.10). 

6. GENERALIZATION 

Let us consider (1.1) with the variable coefficients E E C1(Q), a Ez C1(Q) and 
u E C 1(Q). Introduce the approximations of c, 9, ,u satisfying 

- fE -_fe 
a fet e 0e e 

e J le = fe 

where Ie is the area of e. Then, because E' is the L2-projection of E on Uh, it is 
easy to see that 

(6.1) 

(c(E-E)tI, 4) = ((c- )(E-EI)t,j ) = O(h)Ic ,l oo(E-EI)tllollDlo 
= O(hkl)IEtkIlk , Vb z Uh. 

Similarly, 

(6.2) (,J(E - EI), I) = O(hk+1) |E|lkll |lO, Vc E Uh. 

By Lemma 3.2, VT Ez Vh, 

(,t(H - HI)t, P) 
= (-(H - H')t, 'P) + ((,ut - ,)(H - H')t, ') 
= 0(hk+1l) || || (H -')t I0 l ll0 

= 0(hk+1l) |Htll k+l 0l P |o 

Hence, as in Theorem 4.1, it can be proved that if Th is a cubic mesh, and E, H 
are smooth enough, then 

(6.4) IEh - EIlo,e + IIHh - HIlo = 0(hk+) 
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where 

WO,g = j gW2) , 

g > gmin > 0, E h, Hh are the solutions of (2.2) with variable coefficients, E' E Uh, 
H' E Vh are the interpolations of E and H, E, H are the solutions of (1.1). The 
similar result for the finite element equation (2.8) with the variable coefficients can 
be proved similarly. Based on the above results, the global supercovergence as in 
Theorem 5.1 can be achieved. 

When Q is not a cubic domain, we cannot construct the cubic mesh on Q. In 
order to achieve the superconvergence as in Sections 3, 4, and 5, we construct an 
almost cubic mesh on Q as follows. 

First, make a cubic domain Q such that Q C Q; then construct a cubic mash Th 
on Q. Let 

Qi=U~, e 2= U 
eCQ efnlQ#0 

where e is the element of Th. Let e be e in Q1, and when e C Q2, let e be divided 
into two parts: 

e= eUet, enet= 0, eCQ, et nQ= 0. 

Then the almost cubic mesh is 

Th=( Ue)U( e). 
eCQ1 eCQ\Ql 

For the above almost cubic mesh, it is easy to see that e is a cubic element in 
%1 and meas(Q \ Q1) = 0(h). Hence, by (5.3), VT Vh, 

(1a(H - HI)t, P) = j 1(H - HI)tP + j ,u(H - HI) 
Q1 ~~~~~Q\ 

O(hk+1)?lHtllkll PIo + O(1)II(H - HI)tllo,Q\Ql JI1O,Q\Q1 

0(hk+1l) jHtjj k jjTll + O(h k) IlHtl k,Q\Ql 11T1|O,Q\Q1 

= 0(h k j)Htjjkjjo + 0(h )jHt11k,.,Q\Qj(meas(Q \ Q1)) 2 'T'O,Q\Q1 

=O(h+ 2) |Htj k,oo jjj10l 

Similarly, on the almost cubic meshes, 

(V7 x (H- HI), d>) = 0(h +2 V4PXlo EdCU. 

And, as in (6.1), 

(E(E -E I)t, (I) = 0(hk+l)IlEtIlkilD1Io0 V4D E Uh, 

(o7(E-E'), ) =0(hk+l)IEIIkII|D|Io0 V(D E Uh, 

(E - EI, V x T) = O, VxP E Vh. 

Then, it can be proved that on the almost cubic meshes, 

IIEh -EI'0,e + 1Hh -HIjo, -= (h2 
where Eh, Hh are the solutions of (2.2), EI, HI are the interpolations of E, H, E 
and H are the solutions of (2.1). Then, global superconvergence with order 0(hk+ ) 
can be achieved on the almost cubic meshes. Similar results can be achieved for 
the finite element equation (2.8). 
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